
Symptoms and diagnosis of medical problems 
 

blood count (recuento globular) noun [C usually singular] the number of red and white blood 
cells in a person's blood, or a medical test to discover this 
 
contraindication noun [C] SPECIALIZED a sign that someone should not continue with a 
particular medicine or treatment because it is or might be harmful 
 
diagnose verb [T] to recognize and name the exact character of a disease or a problem, by 
making an examination: 
The specialist diagnosed cancer. His condition was diagnosed as some sort of blood disorder. 
She was diagnosed with/as having diabetes.    The electrician has diagnosed a fault in the wiring. 
 
diagnosis / "daI@g"n@Us@s / noun [C or U] plural diagnosis / "daI@g"n@Usi:z /    a judgment about 
what a particular illness or problem is, made after making an examination: 
"What was the diagnosis?" "Arthritis in both joints (articulaciones)." 
The doctor has made an initial diagnosis, but there'll be an additional examination by a specialist. 
Diagnosis of the disease (= saying what it is) is difficult in the early stages (en las primeras fases). 
 
diagnostic adjective  diagnostic techniques/tests 
 
prognosis (plural prognoses) noun [C] (ALSO prognostication) FORMAL a doctor's 
judgment of the likely or expected development of a disease or of the chances of getting better: 
The prognosis after the operation was for a full recovery. 
 
side effect (efectos secundarios) noun [C] an unpleasant effect of a drug that happens in addition 
to the main effect: Does this drug have any side effects? 
 
symptom noun [C] 1 any feeling of illness or physical or mental change which is caused by a 
particular disease: 
He's complaining of all the usual flu symptoms - a high temperature, headache and so on. 
He's been HIV-positive for six years, but just recently he's started to develop the symptoms of 
AIDS. 
 
vital signs plural noun SPECIALIZED signs which show the condition of someone's health, 
such as body temperature, rate of breathing (ritmo de respiración) and heart beat (pulsaciones): 
The babies in this unit have various devices attached to them which monitor the vital signs. 
 
withdrawal / wID"drO:@l / symptoms (síndrome de abstinencia) plural noun the unpleasant 
physical and mental effects which result when you stop doing or taking something, especially a 
drug, which has become a habit: 
He was suffering from all the classic withdrawal symptoms associated with giving up heroin - 
inability to sleep, anxiety, sweating and fever. 
FIGURATIVE HUMOROUS I haven't seen any TV for over a week and I'm having withdrawal symptoms. 


